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Beloveds, it is Lady Nada with another of a series of regular missives of peace brought
to you by my emissary Astrea Aurora. I bring this day tidings of importance for
workers of the light in the clearing of the akasha of the soul ... with many
dispensations offered those who receive this missive.
Beloved ones, this day I bring with me many dispensations to assist those who are
willing to have acceleration on their path .. those who are willing to look further,
deeper, into the patterns which limit them in their daily life .. those who will go deeply
within to find the core patterns which are creating sadness, pain, irritation, judgment,
fear, confusion, chaos, hopelessness, loneliness, betrayal, abandonment issues, regret,
anger, jealousy, mistrust of self or another, doubt, sabotage, procrastination,
disempowerment, lack of success, lack of grounding of projects into successful
outcomes .. and projection onto others of blame.
Each time you experience any of these emotions, you are being offered a mirror which
shows that you are holding a karmic wound which is requiring release from your
energy body.
For the time has indeed arrived that none may continue to put aside this looking
inwardly to find that which limits and saddens, confuses and disempowers. The time
has come beloveds .. are you willing to step into the light .. and to leave that which
disempowers behind. The time for hesitation is no more. The time is now to decide.
Do I wish to leave all my limiting behaviours behind .. am I able to put the past behind
me .. will I turn my face to the light which is the reflection of my divinity? Am I ready
to live as my full potential?

And for those who are indeed ready to take this brave step .. I promise you the full
cooperation and assistance of all the Family of Light who stand beside you, awaiting
your decision .. will the moment be now? Are you willing to look to your deep core
issues and patterns? For beloveds, the process is so easy. Never have the heavens
been more open to allow the release of all deep disempowering wounding. All
woundings have their origin in ancient times .. carried into this physical incarnation for
the purpose of massive clearing and releasing of all limiting wounds and patterns from
aeons past. Many are the workers of the light who have taken incarnation in this
lifetime with their primary aim to clear themselves of all that limits them .. and once
having attained that release of all that limits .. to then bring the divine gifts,
unimpeded, to earth that all may benefit and share in that which you bring.
But beloveds, the clearing of the karmic records of your soul is your first priority. And
at this very moment you are given opportunity to take advantage of the dispensations
I offer to those who are willing at this moment to look now .. deeply .. at the issues
experienced in your daily life .. and to now acknowledge each pattern you hold .. to
‘own’ your own part in anything which is playing out in your life which is causing you
pain .. or judgment. To look now at this patterns .. to list these .. this is the moment to
‘own’ everything that is being experienced in your daily life.
And as you list each limiting pattern of behaviour .. be not in judgment of self, never in
judgment .. for beloveds, many are the dualities of the earth plane .. and many are the
workers of the light who have become caught within the denseness of this plane of
existence over the aeons and ages.
You are in this place .. at this moment in time .. only to release all those limiting
patterns you hold .. without judgment .. only to allow now the release.
As the Karmic Board with the Great Divine Director, Lady Quan Yin, Lady Portia, Lady
Liberty surrounds you now, holding you with great love as you continue to delve
deeply within and to own each limiting pattern you hold .. and you may wish to work
with this energy many, many times to continue this ongoing work in progress which is
you as you step, climb, to your divinity and to your unlimitedness.
As the Karmic Board offers the akashic records of your soul, the original core records,
memories, experiences, beliefs, programs, patterns, thoughtforms which result in
those patterns you have identified. As you breathe deeply beloveds, and, as complete
karmic absolution is offered across all time, all space and all dimensions .. the akashic
records of your soul are now released .. from the chakras of your energy body where
they are held as memory and record within the crystals of the chakras. Breathing
deeply as this occurs, all releasing.
As workers of the light it is expected of you that each time a karmic ‘mirror’ shines
brightly, unable to be ignored .. that you look deeply within and own your own part in
that which is being played out .. on each occasion that you are troubled by such an
emotion in daily life, it is important for you to begin to empty the akashic records of
your soul of the ancient wounds of duality and pain. For it is in the emptying of the
akashic records that peace will begin to descend in your physical life. Until the akasha
of your soul is emptied of karmic wounds you will continue to encounter experiences

in your life which seek to show you the existence of the wounds you are holding. So it
is so important to ‘own’ your part in anything playing out in your life which is causing
you pain (or judgement of another).
You will find great benefit in this as your life will become more peaceful and the core
patterns of pain and confusion will leave your life. Light descends, hope returns .. and
suddenly you will see the possibilities of really embodying your divine qualities .. for
the doubts and fears which currently hold you back will no longer trouble you.
Breathing deeply once more, as the records continue to release .. and as repatterning
now occurs of the individual chakras and diamond plates of your light body .. with
many angelic ones surrounding you with their soft love, their wings gently brushing
your arms, your legs, your cheeks, your forehead, your throat, your heart, tickling your
toes and stroking your fingers .. easing away all that limits you, taking from you the
emotions that trouble you, releasing the ancient sadnesses .. replacing limitation and
lack with hope restored, possibilities seen, potentiality able to be stepped into now.
As a light chamber is erected over you in your sacred space .. allowing many
dispensations of assistance to be received .. calling in all the forces of the angelic and
Archangelic realms .. and with the Ascended Masters of your Mission Council gathered
before you .. pulsing you with great love .. and so much support for you .. pulsing you
with guidance, inspiration .. holding you in great love and affection.
As special dispensation this day I ask of you now if there is request of anything
specifically that will bring great ease, great peace to your life in this moment .. if you
will ask now for that which you are requiring that will bring most ease, most peace in
your life at this moment .. and to know that all the heavens are open at this moment to
hear your request, with so many gathered around each one of you who read this
missive of peace .. to grant your request .. within the scope of the divine plan. This is
that which is offered you .. for you have stepped bravely forward upon your path this
day .. bravely willing to look beyond judgment and projection onto another for those
limiting patterns of pain which formerly have held you bound .. and the heavens open
to you .. as you bravely open to your own unlimitedness.
With love beloveds always, I am with you now. And if you will continue to look to each
pattern you experience in your daily life, then there will be great acceleration upon
your path .. and life will be transformed. Great acceleration is possible. Only the
willingness is asked of you to step into your unlimitedness and to ask for much
assistance.
As you return to your sacred space, breathing deeply, returning. I Am Lady Nada.

How to work with the Karmic Board in daily life to unravel ancient wounds and memories which
arise.
As high initiates it is expected that you not react in emotion, fear, anger when a karmic ‘mirror’
shines brightly, unable to be ignored – this mirror reflects pain, anger, irritation, judgement,
fear .. as well as jealousy, hopelessness, doubt, loneliness, abandonment, mistrust of self or
another. Each time that you feel a negative emotion you are shown that you are holding a wound
and pattern which is requiring release.
Your karmic ‘mirror’ reminds you to begin to empty your akashic records.
Until the akasha of your soul is emptied, you will continue to have these experiences in your life.
Action:
Acknowledge the pattern (being angry, judgmental etc).
Call in the Karmic Board .. Great Divine Director, Lady Nada, Lady Quan Yin, Lady Portia, Lady
Liberty .. and ask for their assistance to release the original core record that results in a particular
experience or pattern.
Decree:
By Divine Decree, and in the name of God/Goddess and under the Law of Grace, Love, Divinity
and Karma, I ask for the release of the original core record, memory, experience, belief, program,
pattern, thoughtform which results in this pattern of …………………………………………… that I
acknowledge is occurring in my life .. from my energy body and my chakras, across all time, all
space and all dimensions.
I ask for full karmic absolution across all time, space and dimensions.
I forgive myself .. these actions and patterns are based only on ancient memories.
I ask for all assistance .. is there anything further I need to do to have this pattern lifted?
I ask that my energy body be repatterned to its original Divine Blueprint.
I surrender to the Divine Plan.
And so it is, And so it is. And so it is. With thanks. With thanks. With thanks.
Life becomes more peaceful as core patterns
of pain and confusion begin to leave.
Light descends, hope returns – it is powerful work.
If you constantly release records, your life will be transformed.

Channeled with love by Astrea Aurora,

Keeper of the Angelic Symphonies, Angelic Keeper of the Mothers’ Lodge,
Angelic Mother of Creation, Keeper of Humanity’s Heart
Divine Channel, Celestial Artist and Reader of the Akashic Records.

Astrea lives amongst the rice paddies in the spiritual centre of Bali, immersed in and inspired by the culture and spirituality of
the Isle of the Gods.

Her gift brought to earth for humanity is that of her ability to repattern the electro-magnetic field …

and her Creation Codes and Elixirs which restore and repattern the light body to Original Blueprint.
offers humanity:
Ω
Ω

Mystery School training courses as Seer, Rainbow Bridge Channel and Keeper of the Akashic Records.
Channeled readings of Life Purpose, Mission and Keepership – your purpose upon earth and your gift for humanity

Ω

Light Body Repair Kit ... sacred geometry codes for repatterning of the light body

Ω

Soul Signature, Galactic Presence and Highest Heart Dreaming Codes of sacred geometry

Ω
Ω

That which she

Creation Elixirs with channeled activations … for restoration and healing of the light body

Soul portraits
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